Maya Resources

Spoken Yucatec Maya, by Robert W. Blair and Refugio Vermont Salas

Book I, Lessons 1 - 6 and accompanying CDs ($75)
Book I, Lessons 7 - 12 and accompanying CDs ($75)

Jun P’il Maaya – A Little Bit of Maya (with Audio tapes $20) (with Audio CDs $30)

This audio tape or CD and accompanying written text for beginners in the Yucatec Maya Language provide strong support in mastering the spoken language. The Mayan language practice materials include conversations, vocabulary, cultural information and songs. The tape offers an excellent learning opportunity for persons traveling to the Yucatán peninsula and northern Belize as well as those who are fascinated by the language and have decided to pursue it further. Produced by Bob Howren, Barbara MacLeod, Jerry Markatos, Sharon Mújica, R. Vermont Salas and Gretchen Whalen, Chapel Hill 1995.

Saastal: Children of the Sacred Grace (VHS $45) (DVD $60)

The 60-minute video, produced by the Consortium in Yucatec Maya is a great tool for use in anthropology, language and folklore classes as well as for those wishing to know and understand more about the Mayan people. Available in Yucatec Maya with subtitles in English or Spanish, or no subtitles. (2004)

Yucatec Maya Flashcards ($20)


Yucatan Alternative ($15)

The papers of cartographer John P. O’Neill of the Carnegie Institute project at Chichén Itzá 1932-1933. The family of John P. O’Neill has asked the Yucatec Maya Program of the Carolina and Duke Consortium to make these papers available to anyone wishing to read them.
Maya Resources Purchase Form

To order Maya materials, please return this completed form to the address below along with your personal check. Please make checks payable to the Institute for the Study of the Americas

Institute for the Study of the Americas, UNCCH
Yucatec Maya Program
3200 FedEx Global Education Center, CB 3205
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205

For further information on the Yucatec Maya Program, please visit our Website at http://www.isa.unc.edu/maya-resources/ or call 919-966-1484.
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